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leaders were bloody-minded proletarians and the mere mention
of them roused a shudder. I was insatiably interested, I loved
Slavs, Slav music, Slav literature, Slav art and decoration, and
had always, since childhood, been drawn to Russia. Peter and
I used to read every Russian story we could lay hands on. Of
all the people in the world, the Russians appealed to me as
the most mystic, the most barbarous and the most romantic.
My mind conjured up Nihilist plots, Siberian prisons, and
troikas pursued by wolves, as if these were memories. It
had always been my dream to go to Russia, a dream how-
ever, that seemed to have been rendered rather remote by
the revolution.
Fisher's friend, whom I never saw before or since, and I were
kept waiting for some time in a small empty room into which
young men with long hair and low-necked shirts burst in
occasionally, papers in hand, and left abruptly when they found
us sitting there. There were young women too, with straight
short hair and hard, set faces. I looked at them wonderingly,
saying to myself, " These are Revolutionaries!" How
romantic ! I saw in all those young Russian men and women
clerks, the Nihilist heroes of Tolstoi, Dostoyefski andTourgenieff
embodied and triumphant. " Virgin Soil" seemed to have
reaped its harvest. Solomin and Mariana (with Markelov
released from Siberia) were there, in front of me, papers in
hand. The war, not their propaganda, had paved the way
to revolution.
But what was Bolshevism ? Tourgenieff never mentioned
the word. Mariana, and all those poor young female clerks—
were they not nationalized as our papers told us ? No wonder
their faces looked so hard. But Solomin—would he consent
to this ? Would he allow Mariana to be nationalized ? And
Markelov, had he revenged himself on Sipiagin by tying him
down and placing starving rats under a flower pot on his bare
stomach as we heard the Bolsheviks did? These were the
thoughts that filled my mind in that interval of waiting. Finally
we were ushered into the private office of Kameneff, the head
delegate. He had a neatly trimmed beard and pince-nez, and
an amiable smile. He might have been mistaken for a bourgeois
French bank manager. I wondered whether he too was one of

